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Abstract: The reactions of hydrogen isocyanide (HNtC) with various simple alkynes (HCtC-X, with X )
H, CH3, NH2, F), formally [2+ 1] cycloadditions, have been studied by density functional theory (DFT) with
the hybrid exchange correlation B3LYP functional and a 6-311G(d,p) basis set, as well as by MO theory with
CCSD(T) calculations. For each reaction, the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) pathway has been constructed.
It is shown that each [2+ 1] cycloaddition is nonconcerted but proceeds in two steps: rate-determining addition
of HNtC to a carbon atom of HCtCX, giving rise to a zwitterion intermediate, followed by a ring closure
of the latter, yielding finally cyclopropenimine. In all cases, HNtC behaves as an electrophile. The activation
energies corresponding to both possible initial attacks of HNtC are distinguishable, introducing thus a site
selectivity and an asynchronism of bond formation in the initial step, for which a rationalization using DFT-
based reactivity descriptors and the local HSAB principle has been proposed. Except for HCtC-F, initial
attack on the unsubstituted alkyne carbon is preferred. The hardness and polarizability profiles along the IRC
reaction paths of the supersystem have also been constructed. In some cases, there are no clear-cut extrema;
in other cases, there is a minimum in the hardness profile and a maximum in the polarizability profile, but
these extrema do not coincide with the energy maximum and are rather shifted toward the side having the
closest value, following apparently a generalized Hammond postulate. While the higher hardness-lower
polarizability criterion seems to hold true, there is no obvious relationship between hardness and energy. The
activation energy (Eact) vs hardness difference relationship recently derived by Ga´zquez turns out to be successful
in the interpretation of the calculatedEact sequences.

1. Introduction

Isocyanides (RNtC), the higher energy isomers of cyanides,
are versatile building blocks in organic synthesis and interesting
ligands in complexation to metals. The cyanide-isocyanide
isomerization has often been employed as an initial step in
numerous preparative methods.1 Isocyanides usually react with
a wide range of substrates, including nucleophiles, electrophiles,
and radicals, under various experimental conditions, giving rise
to different primary imine adducts.2 The mechanism and, in
particular, the stereospecificity of these addition reactions have
been investigated in details.3-6 Owing to the presence of a
monocoordinated carbon atom having an electron lone pair,

isocyanides are also well suited as 1,1-dipolar partners in
different types of cycloaddition whose primary cycloadducts
undergo further rearrangements and/or ring expansions.7 Iso-
cyanides have been known to add to doubly bonded dipolaro-
philes such as disilenes (R2SidSiR2),8 diphosphenes (RPd
PR),9,10 and silenes (R2CdSiR2).11,12 Similar reactivities of
isocyanides toward alkenes (R2CdCR2), ketones (R2CdO),
thioketones (R2CdS), or analogous compounds are not reported
yet, but the [2+ 1] cycloreversion of cyclopropanimines and
other analogues of methylene-cyclopropanes, giving each an
isocyanide plus a doubly bonded compound, have been well
established.13-16 In contrast, relatively little is known about the
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addition of isocyanides to alkynes. As far as we are aware, there
are actually two reports by Krebs and co-workers17,18 on the
addition of aryl isocyanides to electron-rich or strained cyclic
alkynes (eq 1) in which cyclopropenimines (I ) could be isolated
or trapped.

Despite the scarcity of experimental studies, available ob-
servations appear to point toward a different behavior of alkynes,
relative to doubly bonded systems, with respect to addition to
isocyanides. Let us first summarize briefly the main experi-
mental background of the isocyanide plus alkyne reactions.

(i) The most consistent result concerns perhaps the electro-
philic character of isocyanides. In fact, while electron-deficient
isocyanides react much faster than electron-rich counterparts,
yne-diamines (R2N-CtC-NR2) add about 1000 times faster
than ynamines (R2N-CtC-R′) to isocyanides. In addition,
Krebs and co-workers17,18have found a highF-value (F ) 2.27)
in the Hammett correlation for aryl isocyanides: electron-
withdrawing substituents in the latter tend to accelerate the
addition.

(ii) The question as to whether the addition is concerted or
stepwise remains, however, unanswered.

(iii) The solvent effect on the addition rate is quite small.
In an attempt to tackle questions (i) and (ii) posed by

experimental results and in relation with our recent theoretical
studies19-23 on reactions of hydrogen isocyanide with doubly
bonded dipolarophiles, we have carried out quantum chemical
calculations on some simple model systems, HNtC + HCt
C-X with X ) H, CH3, NH2, and F. The objective of this study
is twofold: (a) first, to obtain quantitative information on various
structural and energetic aspects of the additions, and (b) second,
to attempt an analysis of the mechanistic aspects, in particular
the stereospecificity and asynchronism, in using novel reactivity
descriptors based on density functional theory (DFT), which
we recently used to discuss various aspects of electrophilic and
nucleophilic addition or substitution reactions.24-27 (For reviews
on conceptual aspects of DFT, see refs 28 and 29.) In an earlier
work,23,30 only the local softness of the reaction centers was
employed to interpret the addition asynchronism. In this work,

we extend the analysis to a wider scope by constructing the
hardness and polarizability profiles along the intrinsic reaction
coordinate (IRC) pathways. The correlation between these
electronic properties and the position of the transition structures
as well as the calculated energy barriers will be investigated.

2. Methods of Calculation

All quantum chemical calculations were carried out with the aid of
the Gaussian 94 set of programs.31 The stationary points were initially
located using Hartree-Fock (HF) wave functions with the 6-31G(d)
basis set and characterized at this level by harmonic vibrational analyses.

Geometrical parameters of the relevant equilibrium and transition
structure (ts) were then reoptimized using DFT with the popular hybrid
B3LYP functional in conjunction with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set.
Analytical harmonic vibrational wavenumbers of these stationary points
have again been computed at the B3LYP level to verify further their
identity and to estimate the zero-point energies (ZPEs). In the simplest
HNtC + HCtCH case, geometry optimizations using molecular
orbital second-order perturbation theory (MP2) with the 6-31G(d,p)
basis set and higher-level coupled-cluster calculations, including all
single and double excitations plus perturbative corrections for triple
excitations, CCSD(T)/6-31G(d), have also been performed to ascertain
the existence of zwitterion intermediates. To follow the variations of
the reactivity descriptors along the chemical process, IRC pathways
have been constructed starting from the ts’s of interest at the B3LYP/
6-311G(d,p) level. Once an IRC pathway was mapped out, geometries
of selected points on that path were employed to calculate the electronic
properties of the supersystem. In this way, profiles of various descriptors
can be consistently constructed. Particular attention has been paid to
the evolution of global hardness and polarizability. Throughout this
paper, bond distances are given in angstroms, bond angles in degrees,
total energies in hartrees, and zero-point and relative energies, unless
otherwise noted, in kilojoules per mole.

3. Results and Discussion

A. Preliminary Analysis of Frontier Orbital Interactions.
In this work, we have studied the reactions between hydrogen
isocyanide and acetylene and three monosubstituted alkynes,
HCtC-X with X ) CH3, NH2, and F. Let us first present a
brief analysis of the frontier orbital interactions which indicates
already the very nature of both reaction partners. Table 1 lists
the HOMO-LUMO energy differences in which HNtC
involves either its HOMO or its LUMO. These values are further
confirmed by rigorous calculations of the vertical ionization
energies (IE) and electron affinities (EA) of the separated
reactants.
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Table 1. Frontier Orbital Energies and Related Properties of
HNtC and Alkynes Considered

structure
E(HOMO)a

(IE)b
∆E[LUMO(HNC) -

HOMO(HCCX)]c
∆E[LUMO(HCCX) -

HOMO(HNC)]c

HNtC -13.0 (12.2)
HCtCH -11.0 (11.4) 16.7 (14.9) 19.1 (15.5)
HCtC-CH3 -10.4 (10.3) 16.0 (13.8) 19.2 (15.2)
HCtC-NH2 -9.3 (9.0) 15.0 (12.5) 18.9 (14.7)
HCtC-F -11.2 (11.3) 16.9 (14.8) 19.9 (15.6)

a Energies of the highest occupied orbitals from HF/6-31G(d) wave
functions in eV.b Vertical ionization energies calculated using B3LYP/
6-311G(d,p) in eV are given in parentheses.a In parentheses are the
differences using B3LYP ionization energies and electron affinities.
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It is clear that, in all cases, the interaction HOMO (HCtC-
X)-LUMO (HNtC) consistently results in a smaller orbital
energy gap than the alternative HOMO (HNtC)-LUMO (HCt
C-X). According to a simple perturbation theory treatment, the
smaller the frontier orbital energy gap, the larger the stabilizing
interaction energy between both partners. Thus, the isocyanide
moiety behaves in this process essentially as an electrophile
reagent involving its vacantπ* orbital. This is in line with the
experimental observations mentioned above but in contrast with
the behavior of HNtC when adding to doubly bound dipo-
larophiles, where it reacts as a nucleophile using its electron
pair.22

It is of interest to note already that attachment of an electron-
donating substituent such as CH3 and NH2 on alkynes tends to
reduce the orbital gap. In contrast, the fluorine atom shows a
marginal effect on this property.

B. Addition of the Unsubstituted System HNtC + HCt
CH (Reaction H). Figure 1 displays geometrical parameters
of the equilibrium and transition structures for the addition of
HNtC to HCtCH, optimized at both B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) and
CCSD(T)/6-31G(d) levels of theory. The structures shown
include Hts1a, Hts2a, Hzw1, Hts1r, Hts2r, and HPd. The
separated systemHRe is omitted for the sake of simplicity. In
general, the structures are labeled by a combination of letters
and numbers, in whichH stands for unsubstituted acetylene (X
) H), ts for transition structure,a for addition,zw for zwitterion
intermediate,r for ring closure, andPd for the cyclopropenimine
product. Figure 2 summarizes the relative energies computed
using two different levels, namely B3LYP and CCSD(T) with
the basis set mentioned above. Approach of the partners to each
other could, in principle, result in four distinct ts’s, depending
on the relative position of both moieties as well as the bending
of isocyanide. Nevertheless, only two distinguishable ts’s,Hts1a
andHts2a,have been located following geometry optimization.
Both structures are characterized by a inward attack of HNt
C; both moieties are situated in a cis configuration with respect
to the forming C‚‚‚C bond. TheHts2a lies a few kilojoules per
mole higher in energy thanHts1a. Such a difference is the result
of a stereoelectronic effect which has been analyzed in detail
in previous work.21,22 Briefly, Hts1a is preferred owing to a
harmonious migration of the electron flow in the same direction.
The C-C intermolecular distance inHts1a amounts to 1.75 Å.
It is, however, shorter than the usual distance by about 2.0 Å
for carbon-carbon bond formation or breaking. This is presum-
ably due to the presence of the isocyanide moiety. In fact, the
C-CtN bond in cyanides is consistently shorter than the C-C
bond in alkanes.

Intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations starting fromHts1a
unambiguously show that this ts is connecting the separated
reactantsHRe with the intermediateHzw1. The latter is
characterized by a short C-C bond (1.36 Å) and a quite open
C-C-C angle (114°). The CdC bond distance, originally from
acetylene, is stretched from 1.19 Å inHRe to 1.34 Å inHzw1,
indicative of a double bond character. For its part, theHts1r is
identified by IRC calculations as the ts linkingHrw1 and the
three-membered productHPd.

Figure 2 indicates that the addition is a two-step process in
which the initial addition step is rate-determining. While
coupled-cluster calculations confirm the existence ofHzw1 as
a genuine local minimum, they tend to increase the energy
barrier to addition and reduce, in the meantime, the relative
stability of the zwitterion intermediate. The latter appears in
any case to lie in a rather shallow potential well. We note that
many difficulties were encountered in locatingHzw1 andHts1r
using MP2 calculations.

As mentioned above,Hts2a is calculated to be 3 kJ/mol
higher in energy thanHts1a. Starting fromHts2a, we were,
however, not able to locate a zwitterion having a corresponding
conformation around the NCH moiety. All energy minimizations
from Hts2a invariably lead toHzw1. An alternative ts for
cyclization from the zwitterion, namelyHts2r, has also been
located, the latter lying 3 kJ/mol higher thanHts1r. Similarly,
IRC following or energy minimization fromHts2r also gives
rise toHzw1. Consistent with the electrophilic character of HNt
C emphasized above, there is actually inHts1aa charge transfer
from HCtCH to HNtC. The amount is small but noticeable
(dependent on the method for population analysis, being 0.1 e
with the Mulliken population analysis). Nevertheless, in the
equilibrium structureHzw1, there is clearly a larger concentra-
tion of negative charge on the acetylene moiety, which is, as a
group, negatively charged, whereas the HNC group is positively
charged. As such, the intermediate can better be described as a
zwitterion than as a biradical. Moreover, it turned out that both
the transition state and the intermediate structures were stable
singlet wave functions and that the stabilization energy due to
solvatation in a highly polar continuum is larger forHzw1 than

Figure 1. Selected geometrical parameters of the stationary points
related to the HNtC + HCtCH addition. Optimized values are from
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p); in parentheses are CCSD(T)/6-31G(d) values.

Figure 2. Schematic potential energy profile showing the two-step
addition of HNtC to HCtCH. Relative energies obtained at B3LYP/
6-311G(d,p) and CCSD(T)/6-311G(d,p) (values in parentheses) using
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)-optimized geometries and corrected for zero-point
contributions.
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for Hts1a. The latter was concluded from test calculations using
the continuum treatments available in the Gaussian 94 pro-
gram.31

The existence of the zwitterion intermediate, irrespective of
its real relative stability, appears to be a strong manifestation
of the asynchronism in the formation of the two novel C‚‚‚C
bonds. In the addition of HNtC to doubly bonded systems (X
) Y),19-23 even though there is consistently a high asynchronism
in the formation of both C‚‚‚X and C‚‚‚Y bonds, each addition
has been found to be energetically concerted, having only one
transition structure leading directly to the three-membered
cycloadduct. The existence of the extraπ system on the
acetylene moiety induces presumably an additional resonance
stabilization of the negatively charge terminal carbon (see
structureII ), relative to the hypothetical structureIII (in the
case of addition to ethylene), allowing finallyII to exist as an
energy minimum.

It is also interesting to note that the cyclopropenimineHPd
is a nitrogen analogue of triafulvene (IV ), which is formally a
2π aromatic system. In particular, interaction between theπ
electrons of the ring and exocyclic double bond tends to
reinforce the stability of the combined system. It is worth
examining the stability of cyclopropenimine via the two
representative isodesmic reactions 2 and 3:

Using B3YP/6-311G(d,p) geometries and energies, the heats
of the reactions 2 and 3 amount to 34 and 63 kJ/mol,
respectively. Both reactions 2 and 3 are thus endothermic,
indicating a higher stability of the right-hand side. In other
words, the cyclopropenimine exhibits a stability at least
comparable to that of triafulvene, and the coupling between a
cyclopropene and an exocyclic imine functional is energetically
beneficial for the ring.

Addition of HN tC to HCtC-CH3 (Reaction M). We now
consider the effect of a methyl group attached to the acetylene
moiety. For this system, only B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) calculations
have been performed. Calculated results are recorded in both
Figures 3 and 4. The structures are now labeled with anM ,
which stands for methyl. Again, the addition has been found to
be a two-step process. Due to the presence of the methyl group,
the two acetylene carbon centers are no longer equivalent, and
this induces, as a consequence, a site selectivity in the attack
of HNtC. Overall, the number of stationary points are doubled
relative to the unsubstituted case.

As can be seen in Figure 4, attack of HNtC to the
unsubstituted carbon (C1) via Mts1a andMts2a is consistently
preferred over that to the substituted center viaMts3a and
Mts4a. The former are about 30 kJ/mol lower in energy than
the latter. Contrary to the unsubstituted case,Mts1a lies about
1 kJ/mol higher thanMts2a, which is no doubt due to the steric
repulsion between terminal H and CH3 groups. Thus, in this
case, the determining factor is the steric repulsion rather than

(2)

(3)

Figure 3. Selected geometrical parameters of the points on the HNt
C + HCtC-CH3 pathway (reaction M) using B3LYP/6-311G(d,p).

Figure 4. Schematic potential energy profile for the HNtC + HCt
C-CH3 reaction (M). Energies obtained from B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)+
ZPE.

[2 + 1] Cycloadditions of Hydrogen Isocyanide to Alkynes J. Am. Chem. Soc., Vol. 121, No. 25, 19995995



the stereoelectronic effect. The attack viaMts2a thus forms the
most favored addition path, characterized by a markedly long
intermolecular C1‚‚‚C distance (1.84 Å). The latter is by far
longer than those in the remaining ts’s and inHts1aandHts2a.
Relative to the unsubstituted case, the energy barrier for addition
is found to be reduced by about 25 kJ/mol. Again, only two
zwitterion intermediates,Mzw1 andMzw2, instead of four, have
been located either from IRC paths or from separate energy
minimizations. The intermediates, as well as the cyclic products,
have relative stabilities comparable to those of the unsubstituted
system. Similarly, the energies of the ts’s for ring closure of
the second step are not significantly modified. The initial
addition remains the rate-determining step of the entire process.

Overall, the most significant effect induced by the methyl
group is a noticeable reduction of the energy barrier.

D. Addition of HN tC to HCtC-NH2 (Reaction A).Krebs
and co-workers17,18observed that ynamines (-CtC-N<) and,
in particular, yne-diamines (>N-CtC-N<) react efficiently
with aryl isocyanides. Here we have chosen amino-acetylene
as a model system. Again, only B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) calculations
have been performed. While Figure 5 displays related geo-
metrical parameters of the points along the HNtC + HCtC-
NH2 pathway, Figure 6 records schematically the energy
profiles. The structures are labeled with the letterA, which
stands for amino.

As in the methyl case,Ats2a is found to be the lowest-lying
ts for addition among the four possible structures.Ats2a
effectively corresponds to an attack to the unsubstituted carbon
(C1) and an outward bending of isocyanide. The intermolecular
C1‚‚‚C distance becomes now remarkably long inAts2a, being
longer than 2 Å. Proceeding in the addition direction, the ts
can be regarded as occurring earlier than the corresponding ts,
such as inHts1a (1.75 Å). As a consequence, the energy barrier
is substantially reduced to 74 kJ/mol, as compared with 126
kJ/mol in Hts1a and 100 kJ/mol inMts2a. This trend is

consistent with the variation of the HOMO-LUMO energy
gaps, which are successively reduced on going from HCtCH
to HCtC-CH3 to HCtC-NH2 (Table 1).

Of particular interest is perhaps the higher stability of the
amino-zwitterionAzw1, which is now-36 kJ/mol below the
separated reactants. Proceeding in the fragmentation direction,
from zwitterion intermediate to separated fragments, theAts2a,
having a C-C distance of more than 2 Å, could be regarded as
occurring later than other ts’s, such asHts1a (1.75 Å). From
the simple view of the Hammond postulate, a later ts is expected
to induce a higher barrier energy. BecauseAts2a is also
determined by the addition, the zwitterionAzw1 should be
strongly stabilized in such a way that the energy barrier for
fragmentation is increased on going fromHzw1 to Azw1.

In the same vein, both amino-cyclopropeniminesAPd1 and
APd2 are also stabilized appreciably. The many possible
resonance structures, as written in eq 4, contribute a great deal
to the stabilization of the cycloadduct. The ring closure from
the intermediates is energetically less demanding. Overall, the
initial addition remains by far rate-controlling.

E. Addition of HN tC to HCtC-F (Reaction F). In the
last reaction considered in this work, fluorine has been taken
as the acetylene substituent. F is well known as the most
electronegative element, but its electronic effect is not com-
pletely electron-withdrawing. In many cases, the latter effect is
tempered by an electron back-donation. The calculated results
derived from B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) computations are illustrated
in Figures 7 (related geometries) and 8 (energy profiles). For
this system, the structures are labeled obviously by the letter
F.

Figure 5. Selected B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) geometrical parameters for
the various points on the HNtC + HCtC-NH2 pathway (reaction
A).

Figure 6. Schematic profile illustrating the potential energy of the
HNtC + HCtC-NH2 reaction (A). Values are from B3LYP/6-311G-
(d,p)+ ZPE calculations. In parentheses are B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) values
using HF/6-31G(d)-optimized geometries and corrected for zero-point
contributions.

(4)
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The addition of the fluorinated system presents some similari-
ties but also marked differences with respect to the previous
cases. Briefly, a few interesting points can be noted.

(i) The initial attack occurs preferentially at the substituted
carbon site;Fts3aturns out to be the lowest-lying ts for addition,
even though it exhibits a shorter C‚‚‚C intersystem distance (1.84
Å) versus that (1.94 Å) inFts1a. Note that we were not able to
locate theFts2a.

(ii) The associated energy barrier viaFts3a is also reduced
to 79 kJ/mol, being thus at a similar magnitude than that in the
amino case. It is remarkable that such a reduction is not
manifested at all in the HOMO-LUMO energy gap (Table 1).
The latter in the F-system is, in fact, comparable with that of
acetylene. The overall result comes presumably from the peculiar
properties of F as mentioned above.

(iii) The zwitterions, as well as fluoro-cyclopropenimines,
are stabilized quantitatively relative to the reactants.Fzw1 is
more stable thanFzw2; the former possesses, however, an
E-configuration. AZ-counterpart which would result directly
from the relaxation ofFts1a was not found.

(iv) Similar to the previous cases, the rate-determining
character of the addition step still persists.

In summary, a number of chemically significant results
emerge from the analysis presented in this paragraph.

(i) The addition of isocyanide to alkynes is stepwise, in which
the initial addition step is rate-controlling. In this step, isocyanide
exerts the role of an electrophile.

(ii) The barriers to addition are not particularly high, being
130 kJ/mol in acetylene and decreasing in the order H> CH3

> NH2 ∼ F, to about 75 kJ/mol in amino-acetylene. The energy
barrier seems also to be foreshadowed by the stability of the
zwitterion intermediate. The latter is quite stabilized in the
amino-substituted system and induces thus a substantial decrease
of the addition barrier.

(iii) There is a site selectivity in the initial attack of
isocyanide; except for fluoro-acetylene, the unsubstituted alkyne
carbon is preferred.

(iv) The zwitterion intermediate does exist within a rather
shallow potential well. It is, however, stabilized upon substitu-
tion of H by NH2 and F. Conversion of these reactive
intermediates to the more stable cyclopropenimines is a quite
facile step. In this sense, these zwitterions are not expected to
induce any important effect on the course of the cycloaddition.
In fact, various experiments17,18 suggested that the reaction is
almost solvent-independent.

F. Asynchronism in Addition. It has been observed from
our discussion in the previous section that addition of HNC to
the alkynes, leading to a three-membered ring compound,
proceeds through two steps: an asynchronous initial attack of
HNC on one of the triply bonded carbon atoms of the alkyne,
followed by a step for ring closure. For substituted acetylenes
(X-CtC-H), the two carbon atoms are not equivalent, and
this introduces site selectivity in the initial HNC attack, resulting
in a significant difference in activation energy between the two
transition structures, corresponding to an initial attack on the
two nonequivalent carbon atoms. It has been observed from our
calculations that initial attack on the unsubstituted carbon atom,
C1, of acetylene is associated with a lower energy barrier, except
in the case of fluoro-acetylene, where initial attack is favorable
at the substituent-bearing carbon atom, C2. To explain this
observed site selectivity, an analysis has been carried out using
DFT-based reactivity descriptors such as Fukui functions and
local softness. These descriptors have recently been successfully
used for explaining the observed site selectivity in [2+ 1]
addition reactions between HNC and various doubly bonded
dipolarophiles,23 for explaining the site selectivity of radical
attack on substituted ethylenes,32 and for interpreting the
regioselectivity of Diels-Alder reactions.30 A detailed discus-
sion about these reactivity parameters and their role in concep-

(32) Chandra, A. K.; Nguyen, M. T.J. Chem. Soc., Perkin Trans. 21997,
1415.

Figure 7. Selected B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) geometrical parameters for
the points on the HNtC + HCtC-F pathway (reaction F).

Figure 8. Schematic potential energy profile related to the HNtC +
HCtC-F reaction (F). Values are from B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)+ ZPE.
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tual DFT can be found elsewhere;28,29,33 only the relevant
expressions used for the evaluation of the various quantities
are given below. The global hardness (η) and softness (S) are
calculated from the operational formulas given by Pearson and
Parr,34

and

where IE and EA are vertical ionization energy and electron
affinity of the molecule, respectively.

The Fukui function is defined as

Combined with the total softnessS, f(r) yields the local
softness function,35

It has been argued that the greater the Fukui function value,
the greater the reactivity of a site.35 Yang and Mortier36 later
proposed a condensed-to-atom form of the Fukui function. The
condensed Fukui functions of an atom,k, in a molecule withN
electrons are expressed as

whereqk is the electronic population of atomk in a molecule.
The condensed softness parameters can easily be calculated from
the condensed Fukui function and global softness by using eqs
8 and 9. In the present work, the atomic charges are evaluated
by following various procedures, such as Mulliken charges,
electrostatic potential driven charges (ESP), and natural popula-
tion analysis (NPA). ESP and NPA charges were chosen as they
were found to be less basis set sensitive than the more
conventional Mulliken population analysis37 and were calculated
by using MK and NPA options in the Gaussian program.

In view of the local HSAB principle of Ga´zquez and
Mendez,38 which states that the interaction between two
molecules, A and B, is favored when it occurs through those
atoms having equal softness values, it is expected that the initial
attack of the carbon atom of HNC will be at that center of
substituted acetylene, which is closer in softness to the HNC
carbon atom. However, to apply this HSAB principle, one first
needs to classify the two reactants as nucleophilic or electro-
philic (cf. eq 9). As discussed in section A on the basis of
HOMO, LUMO energies and IE and EA, substituted acetylenes
act as a nucleophile and HNC as an electrophile in the reactions
of our present interest. Table 2 shows the softness value for
nucleophilic attack for the carbon atom of HNC and softness
for electrophilic attack for the two carbon atoms of substituted

acetylene. It is clear that the unsubstituted carbon atom, C1, of
the substituted acetylenes has larger softness for electrophilic
attack than the substituted carbon atom, C2. Table 3 presents
the activation energies and the softness differences between the
carbon atom of HNC and the two carbon atoms of the substituted
acetylenes. The difference is lower for the C1 atom of acetylene,
and thus initial attack should be on this carbon atom. This
explains why the attack on C1 is associated with a lower energy
barrier. However, the present analysis fails to explain why, in
the case of an F-substituent, the initial attack is favorable at
the C2 atom although the softness difference is smaller for the
C1 atom. The present analysis is based solely on the properties
of isolated reactants, and thus it is not unexpected that, in some
extreme cases, some other stronger interaction can overwhelm
the predictions made from softness alone. It is also interesting
to note from Tables 1 and 3 that the activation barrier decreases
with increasing softness of the acetylenic systems (Hf CH3

f NH2). Once again, the fluorine substituent is the exception.
This is no doubt due to the fact that an increase in softness
enhances the ease of electron transfer from the acetylene to the
HNC. The hardness and polarizability values for the two major
transition structures associated with the initial HNC attack on
the two distinct sp1 carbon atoms of substituted acetylenes are
listed in Table 4. In the case of CH3 and NH2 substituents, the
lower energy ts has higher hardness and lower polarizability.
Once again, fluoro-acetylene is the exception. Nevertheless, this
observation corroborates well with the observation made by
Chandra and Nguyen39 in the context of 1,3-dipolar cycload-

(33) Parr, R. G.; Yang, W.Density Functional Theory of Atoms and
Molecules; Oxford University Press: New York, 1989.

(34) Pearson, R. G.; Parr, R. G.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1983, 105, 7512.
(35) Parr, R. G.; Yang, W.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1984, 106, 4049.
(36) Yang, W.; Mortier, W. J.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1986, 108, 5708.
(37) De Proft, F.; Martin, J. M. L.; Geerlings, P.Chem. Phys. Lett.1996,

256, 400.
(38) Gázquez, J. L.; Mendez, F.J. Phys. Chem.1994, 98, 4591.

η ) 1/2(IE - EA) (5)

S) 1/(IE - EA) (6)

f(r) ) [∂F(r)/∂N]v (7)

s(r) ) Sf(r) (8)

fk
+ ) [qk(N + 1) - qk(N)] for nucleophilic attack

fk
- ) [qk(N) - qk(N - 1)] for electrophilic attack

(9)

fk
0 ) [qk(N + 1) - qk(N - 1)]/2 for radical attack

Table 2. Local and Global Softness of HNtC and Alkynes
Considered (in au)

local softnessb

compound
local softnessa

C* C1 C2
global

softness

HNtC* 1.383 (1.215) 1.731
H-C1tC2-H 0.866 (0.825) 0.866 (0.825) 1.856
H-C1tC2-CH3 1.096 (0.846) 0.460 (0.674) 2.048
H-C1tC2-NH2 1.403 (1.075)-0.216 (0.191) 2.353
H-C1tC2-F 1.042 (0.951) 0.489 (0.512) 1.857

a,b Local softness values using electrostatic potential driven charges
(ESP); in parentheses are values obtained from natural population
analysis (NPA) charges.a Local softness for nucleophilic attack(sk

+)
of carbon atom C*.b Local softness for electrophilic attack (sk

-) of
carbon atoms C1 and C2.

Table 3. Activation Energies (kJ/mol) and Values∆ of Softness
Differences (in au)

∆a Eactreactant
with HNtC* Ts2a Ts3a Ts2a Ts3a

H-C1tC2-H 0.517 (0.390) 0.517 (0.390) 129
H-C1tC2-CH3 0.287 (0.369) 0.923 (0.541) 100 132
H-C1tC2-NH2 -0.020 (0.140) 1.599 (1.024) 74 114
H-C1tC2-F 0.341 (0.264) 0.894 (0.703) 85b 79

a ∆ represents the softness differences between C* of HNtC* and
C1,C2 of alkynes using electrostatic potential driven charges (ESP); in
parentheses are values obtained from natural population analysis (NPA)
charges.b Activation energy ofFts1a.

Table 4. Hardness and Polarizability (in au) of the Transition State
of HNtC + (substituted) Acetylene Reactions

hardness polarizabilityreactant
with HNtC* ts2a ts3a ts2a ts3a

H-C1tC2-H 0.156 45.128
H-C1tC2-CH3 0.166 0.153 55.689 57.241
H-C1tC2-NH2 0.174 0.155 50.264 53.929
H-C1tC2-F 0.173* 0.170 43.071a 43.755

a Values ofFts1a.
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ditions and by others40 in a different context that a higher
hardness ts in general shows lower polarizability.

The possibility for defining a hardness profile in analogy with
an energy profile has been discussed many times in the recent
past.40-44 In some cases, hardness has been found to go through
a minimum near the transition state along the reaction coordi-
nate. However, this is not the general behavior, and in many
other cases no minimum has been found near the transition state.
The maximum hardness principle (MHP),45 originally formu-
lated by Pearson,46 states that molecules tend to rearrange
themselves so as to achieve maximum hardness and suggests
that hardness will be minimum when the energy of a system is
maximum under constant chemical potential (µ) and external
potential [V(r)]. For a chemical reaction, neitherµ nor V(r) can
be kept constant, and thus it is not likely that an extremum will
be found in the hardness profile. However, it has been observed
on many occasions that the MHP is satisfied even if the
conditions of constantµ andV(r) are relaxed to some extent.46

It has been pointed out by Parr and Ga´zquez47 that hardness
should reach an extremum at a point where both the electronic
energy and the nuclear repulsion energy of a molecule reach
their own respective extrema. Later, Ga´zquez et al.48 showed
that, under constant chemical potential, the hardness of a system
will be maximized where the electronic energy is a minimum
and vice versa. However, the conditions for which one can
expect a smooth hardness profile similar to an energy profile,
along a reaction path for a general chemical reaction, are still
not well understood.

We have constructed the hardness, polarizability, and energy
profiles for all the reactions studied here. We feel that this will
help in further understanding the conditions for getting a
hardness profile along a reaction coordinate. Moreover, the
hardness and polarizability profiles will be helpful in the
understanding the relationship between them in a wider context.
The profiles are constructed for the two minimum energy ts’s
associated with the attack of HNC on two distinct carbon atoms
of the substituted acetylenes. In all the cases, the profiles were
constructed near the ts, because of the obvious technical
difficulty in calculating hardness from the finite difference
formula when the two reactants are far apart but still interacting.
The polarizability (R) has been calculated as an arithmetic
average of the three diagonal elements of the polarizability
tensor [R ) 1/3(Rxx + Ryy + Rzz)] using the finite field method.49

Figure 9 presents the hardness, polarizability, and energy
profiles for the HNtC + HCtCH reaction. It is interesting to
notice thatη goes through a shallow minimum andR shows a
maximum along the profile. These two extrema, however, do
not coincide with the maximum in energy profile. The extrema
in the η and R profiles appear more toward the product side
compared to the maximum in energy profile. The variations of
η andR along the reaction coordinate are opposite to each other.
This shows that the observation of higher hardness, implying

lower polarizability, made from theη and R values of the
transition structures, holds well in a much wider context. Figures
10-12 display the various reaction profiles corresponding to
the two minimum energy transition states (ts2a and ts3a)
associated with the two possible initial HNC attacks on the sp1

carbon atoms of the substituted acetylenes H-CtC-CH3,
H-CtC-NH2, and H-CtC-F. While for both cases the

(39) Chandra, A. K.; Nguyen, M. T.J. Comput. Chem.1998, 19, 195;
J. Phys. Chem. A1998, 102, 6181.

(40) Ghanty, T. K.; Ghosh, S. K.J. Phys. Chem.1996, 100, 12295.
(41) Chattaraj, P. K.; Nath, S.; Sannigrahi, A. B.J. Phys. Chem.1994,

98, 9143.
(42) Chandra, A. K.J. Mol. Struct. (THEOCHEM)1994, 312, 297.
(43) Kar, T.; Scheiner, S.J. Phys. Chem.1995, 99, 8121.
(44) Cárdenas-Jiro´n, G. I.; Gutiérrez-Oliva, S.; Melin, J.; Toro-Lable´,

A. J. Phys. Chem. A1997, 101, 4621.
(45) Parr, R. G.; Chattaraj, P. K.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1991, 113, 1854.
(46) Pearson, R. G.Acc. Chem. Res.1993, 26, 250.
(47) Parr, R. G.; Ga´zquez, J. L.J. Phys. Chem.1993, 97, 3939.
(48) Gázquez, J. L.; Martinez, A.; Mendez, F.J. Phys. Chem.1993, 97,

4059.
(49) Cohen, H. D.; Roothaan, C. C. J.J. Chem. Phys. 1965, 43, S34.

Figure 9. Profiles of hardness (η in kJ/mol) and polarizability (R in
au) along the IRC pathway of the HNtC + HCtCH reaction.

Figure 10. Profiles of hardness (η in kJ/mol) and polarizability (R in
au) along the IRC pathway of the HNtC + HCtC-CH3 reaction.
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profiles corresponding tots3a are almost the same as in the
case of the HNC+ C2H2 reaction and exhibit a minimum in
the hardness profile, those associated withts2a are different
and do not show any extremum both inη andR profiles. We
do not find any obvious explanation for this difference.
Nevertheless, it is clear from the figures that changes in hardness
and polarizability are opposite to each other. It thus seems, at

least in the present context, that higher hardness-lower polar-
izability criterion holds well even when constraints of constant
µ and V(r) are relaxed, whereas the relationship between
hardness and energy becomes more complex and does not follow
any general pattern.

It is interesting to relate this discussion to a DFT-based
treatment along the line recently set out by Ga´zquez.50 Assuming
a constant chemical potential, Ga´zquez arrived in an ap-
proximated scheme, also used by some of the present authors
in studies on the regioselectivity of Diels-Alder reaction,30 at
an expression in which the activation energy,Eact, is proportional
to the difference in hardness between the transition state and
the reactants. Assuming, as Ga´zquez did,50 additivity of the
softnesses of the reactants,Si, with a proportionality constant,
R, which is unknown but whose value is smaller than 1 for
obvious reasons, one can assume that

To test this relationship, we have correlated our ab initio-
calculated activation energies (Table 3) with the values obtained
using eq 10. It was found that, as can be seen from Table 5, for
a reasonable choice ofR (in our case arbitrarily set to 0.5), the
right-hand side of eq 10 yields a H> Me > NH2 sequence, the
same sequence as for the activation energies. When going to
the fluorine compound, the prediced activation energy increases
again, as is confirmed from the calculations, to about the same
value as the Me compound.

4. Conclusions

In the present theoretical study using both MO and DFT
methods, it has been demonstrated that the formal [2+ 1]
cycloaddition of hydrogen isocyanide to an alkyne is a stepwise
process in which initial addition of HNtC to an alkyne carbon
atom is rate-determining. The conversion of the zwitterion
intermediate to the cyclopropenimine adduct is rather facile.
Therefore, the zwitterion does not play any important role in
the cycloaddition. Isocyanide behaves consistently as an elec-
trophile, in agreement with experimental observations. The
energy barriers decrease in the sequence H> CH3 > NH2 ∼ F.
There is a site selectivity and asynchronism in the initial attack
of HNtC to alkynes. Except for the fluorine case, initial attack
on the unsubstituted alkyne carbon atom is favored. The site
selectivity has been rationalized in terms of local softness and
Fukui functions.

The hardness and polarizability profiles have also been
constructed along the IRC pathway. In some cases, the extrema
exist, while in other cases, they do not. When a minimum on
the hardness profile and a maximum on the polarizability profile
appear, they do not coincide with the position of energy
maximum and are consistently displaced toward the product
side. While the higher hardness-lower polarizability criterion

(50) Gázquez, J. L.J. Phys. Chem.1997, A101, 8967.

Figure 11. Profiles of hardness (η in kJ/mol) and polarizability (R in
au) along the IRC pathway of the HNtC + HCtC-NH2 reaction.

Figure 12. Profiles of hardness (η in kJ/mol) and polarizability (R in
au) along the IRC pathway of the HNtC + HCtC-F reaction.

Table 5. Ab Initio-Calculated Activation Energies (Eact, kJ/mol),
as Compared to the Right-Hand Side of Eq 10 (in au)

reactant with HNtC eq 10 Eact

H-CtC-H 0.246 129
H-CtC-CH3 0.197 100
H-CtC-NH2 0.142 74
H-CtC-F 0.211 85

Eact ∼
1

R∑
i

Si

-
1

Sts

(10)
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for the preference of one transition structure over the other seems
to hold true, there is no clear-cut relationship between hardness
and activation energy.

Gázquez’s recently proposedEact-hardness difference cor-
relation sheds further light on the origin of the calculatedEact

sequence.
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